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Boston Consulting Group partners with leaders 
in business and society to tackle their most 
important challenges and capture their greatest 
opportunities. BCG was the pioneer in business 
strategy when it was founded in 1963. Today, 
we work closely with clients to embrace a 
transformational approach aimed at benefiting all 
stakeholders—empowering organizations to grow, 
build sustainable competitive advantage, and 
drive positive societal impact.

Our diverse, global teams bring deep industry and 
functional expertise and a range of perspectives 
that question the status quo and spark change. 
BCG delivers solutions through leading-edge 
management consulting, technology and design, 
and corporate and digital ventures. We work in a 
uniquely collaborative model across the firm and 
throughout all levels of the client organization, 
fueled by the goal of helping our clients thrive and 
enabling them to make the world a better place.

IAA MOBILITY is transforming itself from a pure 
car show to an international mobility platform 
with four pillars: The Summit, the Conference, 
the “Blue Lane” and the downtown Munich Open 
Space. Under the slogan of “What will move us 
next,” it stands for the digital and climate-neutral 
mobility of the future. From 7 to 12 September, 
2021, the car, bike and tech industries come 
together at IAA MOBILITY in Munich. Learn more 
at iaa.de.
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Will Car Subscriptions Revolutionize 
Auto Sales? 

For years, automakers have been looking for business 
models beyond car sales to diversify their profit pools. 
While pay-per-use models—car sharing, ride hailing, 

and other mobility modes—have become more common, 
the alternatives to outright ownership have been limited to 
short-term rental (not always cheap) or leasing, with typi-
cally longer-term commitments and restrictive terms. 

With the rise of the sharing economy and subscription 
services, from software-as-a-service to Spotify and Netflix 
to mobility services, it was only a matter of time before car 
subscriptions would arise. 

Vehicle subscription offerings from OEMs have been 
around for several years. But the market only recently has 
begun to gain traction with consumers and investors, as 
business models continue to evolve and an expanding pool 
of providers hone their formulas for competing. In 10 years, 
car subscriptions could easily become a $30 billion to $40 
billion market. For many OEMs, the results have been 
lackluster, yet some startups, particularly in Europe, have 
fared well. Does this mean car subscriptions are an im-
probable bet for the automotive industry? Or is it just a 
matter of time before the business model kinks are worked 
out? What will it take, in resources, capabilities, and strate-
gy, to turn car subscriptions into a thriving part of the auto 
retail industry? And how are the different providers poised 
for advantage? 

Car Subscriptions at a Glance

In Europe and the US, OEMs and other players—dealers, 
traditional rental and leasing companies—have already 
made their foray into subscriptions, joining a number of 
startups. So far, Europe remains the largest market by 
revenues. Venture capital continues to flow in.

The subscription model is showing it has legs in the mobil-
ity arena, if Amsterdam-based micro-mobility provider 
Swapfiets is any indication. This pioneer in mobility sub-
scriptions offers programs for bicycles, electric bikes, scoot-
ers and mopeds throughout Europe, and many others are 
following suit. 

How Subscriptions Work

Subscriptions share some characteristics with rentals and 
leasing, but the distinctions (particularly with leasing) can 
be fuzzy. (See the sidebar “Subscriptions Versus Rentals 
and Leasing.”) Basically, the consumer pays a monthly fee 
for a car, with most or all costs (except fuel) included: 
maintenance, repairs, roadside assistance, registration 
fees, insurance, and taxes. The commitment period varies 
from one to several months or in yearly increments from 
one to two years or more. Typically, the longer the commit-
ment, the lower the monthly fee. 

From the consumer’s perspective, car subscrip-
tions are an attractive proposition when compared 
with car purchasing, offering convenience, flexibili-
ty, and a minimal commitment. 

The customer avoids the substantial upfront cost of a car 
purchase, along with the other hidden costs of ownership, 
although some plans involve an upfront sign-on fee. This is 
an important selling point, as people generally underesti-
mate the total cost of car ownership. A survey of 7,000 
households in Germany showed that people underesti-
mate the total cost of car ownership by more than 50%. 
Subscriptions also eliminate the tedious and paper-
work-laden process of a conventional purchase. Customers 
needn’t worry about maintenance, inspections, finding a 
trustworthy mechanic, or buying tires. Subscriptions elimi-
nate the risk of trying a new brand or type (such as an EV) 
even more than traditional leases—and more important, 
the financial risks associated with a long-term commit-
ment for an asset that depreciates quickly.

https://www.bcg.com/industries/automotive/overview
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Subscription offerings are not at all homogeneous. Some 
providers offer multiple brands, models, and types. Some 
(namely, OEM subsidiaries) offer just single brands. Some 
specialize in vehicle segments: premium or mass, internal 
combustion engine (ICE) cars or battery electric vehicles 
(BEV). Some, such as Porsche Drive, let customers swap for 
a different type of car for no extra cost—say, exchanging 
the SUV for a convertible when spring arrives. Importantly, 
in their brief history, subscription models have been evolv-
ing. The premium-priced, single-brand product (offered 
primarily by OEMs) that touted the option to swap cars has 
not gained traction. What is succeeding, at least in Europe, 
is a different model, one similar to full-service leasing. (See 
the sidebar “Three Myths About Car Subscriptions.”)

Why Now?

Changing customer preferences, among them the waning 
interest in owning physical products, have been accelerat-
ing the shift to subscription-based offerings beyond soft-
ware and digital services. In addition, the COVID-19 pan-
demic drove many urban residents and commuters away 
from public transit and shared mobility modes to seek the 
safety of private vehicles. 

There are a number of other reasons that car subscriptions 
are gaining consumer interest.  

Buying a car the traditional way is tedious. Many 
consumers find the conventional car-buying experience—
at least everything past the test-driving part—to be a 
hassle. They dislike the sales pressure. The purchasing 
process itself is slow and complex, and involves a lot of 
paperwork, especially the financial portion. Price transpar-
ency is often lacking. At this point, online purchasing is still 
a fairly limited option for new cars, mostly because of 
industry structure and the patchwork of regulations gov-
erning direct OEM sales, particularly in the US. (As of 2020, 
only 1% of new car purchases took place online.) 

Ownership is less flexible and can be risky. The com-
mitment is long, whether buying the car outright, financing 
it, or leasing, and leasing comes with severe cancellation 
fees. The residual value loss in buying a car discourages 
people from changing their vehicle as often as they’d like. 
The individual car owner takes on residual value risk, a risk 
that can prove painful for anyone who buys a car and then 
experiences a job loss or other form of financial instability, 
as many did during the pandemic. 

Car ownership is losing its luster in many parts of 
the Western world. Ownership for young people is no 
longer the status symbol or all-consuming aspiration it was 
just a generation ago. A study among Baby Boomers and 
Gen Z consumers showed that while about 75% of Baby 
Boomers consider owning a car a necessity, only 45% of 
Gen Z respondents think so. The proportion of 20- to 
24-year-olds in the US holding a driver’s license fell from 
92% in 1983 to less than 80% in 2018—a more than 10 
percentage point decline in one generation. People have a 
more utilitarian attitude about driving, and studies show 
that growing numbers of people (especially city dwellers) 
do not think they need a car to get around. 

Subscriptions are a low-risk way to try out new 
brands and BEVs. Consumers who might shy away from 
new brands or battery electric vehicles are more willing to 
try one out through a subscription. For BEVs in particular, 
subscribing eliminates a current drawback to ownership: 
the decline in resale value owing to reduced battery life. 
The closer a car is to the end of its battery warranty, the 
lower its resale value, as new batteries cost anywhere from 
$5,000 to $16,000. Given the rapid pace of improvement in 
battery technology, however, the cost of batteries will go 
down. 

Subscriptions are an attractive supplementary op-
tion for B2B customers. Fleet services and companies 
that provide vehicles for their employees typically lease 
vehicles. Subscriptions enable business customers, particu-
larly small and medium-size enterprises, to quickly adjust 
their fleet size based on demand, and nimbly react to 
changing business conditions. 

The Emergent Ecosystem 

As in other segments of the automotive industry, technolo-
gy has allowed new business models to flourish, creating 
new opportunities and challenges for incumbents and 
startups alike. 

For automakers, car subscriptions offer a way of getting 
closer to the end customer and having greater control over 
the customer experience by offering valuable digital ser-
vices directly. At a time when consumers’ mobility needs 
and attitudes are changing so rapidly—and how and where 
we work is being redefined—that’s an important benefit.

https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/how-covid-19-will-shape-urban-mobility
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/how-covid-19-will-shape-urban-mobility
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/impact-of-coronavirus-on-purchasing-new-cars-online
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OEMs were among the first to offer car subscriptions. Audi 
Select (merged into Audi on Demand) was launched in 
2014. Other OEM offerings included Care by Volvo, Porsche 
Drive, Lexus One, Access by BMW (since abandoned), Book 
by Cadillac (suspended), Mercedes-Benz Collection (since 
abandoned), Jaguar Land Rover’s Carpe (now Pivotal), and 
additional services from Nissan and Hyundai. The ecosys-
tem of providers includes two other broad groups: tradi-
tional automotive downstream entities (dealerships, rental 
companies, and leasing companies), and digital mobility 
companies and startups, such as Fair, Cluno, Drover and 
Bipi, which have exploited the relatively low barriers to 
entry with a disruptive business model. Online car market-
places such as AutoScout24 are tapping into the space via 
partnerships. Cazoo, the British online car seller, has en-
tered the subscription market by acquiring Drover (in 
December 2020) and Cluno (in February 2021). (See Exhib-
it 1.) Cazoo aims to go public on the NYSE via a special 
purpose acquisition company (SPAC). 

Since 2015, more than $700 million in venture capital has 
poured into car subscription startups. (See Exhibit 2.) Fair, 
launched in the US in 2016, topped the list in attracting 
equity funding (at $600 million to date), although eight of 
the ten startups with at least $1 million in equity funding 
are based in Europe. Compared with other emerging mo-
bility markets, such as autonomous vehicles and bat-
tery-powered vehicles, funding levels for subscription start-
ups are more modest. But that’s mainly because they 
don’t require comparable capital investments to develop 
new technologies. 

Exhibit 1 - The Subscription Landscape Features Many Types  
of Competitors

Sources: PitchBook, Crunchbase, TechCrunch, BCG analysis. 

Note: Companies sorted alphabetically.
1Acquired by Cazoo in February 2021 (Cluno) and December 2020 (Drover). 

Types

FairCluno1 Drover1 finn.autoBipi

OEMs

Traditional
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Mobility 
platforms & 
startups

Examples
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Dealerships

Leasing

Platforms

Rental

MeinAuto.deAutoScout24

AthlonALD Automotive LeasePlan

Hertz My Car Subscribe with EnterpriseSixt+

Audi on Demand

Porsche DriveLexus One

Care by Volvo

Lynk & Co

Startups

Including small independent shops and large 
dealership networks

Hyundai
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A $40 Billion Prize

Some forecasts of subscription market growth envision 
penetration rates at 20 to 40% of new car sales by 2030—
predictions we consider overstated. 

We estimate the market in Europe and the US 
could reach $30 billion to $40 billion by 2030—up to 
15% of new car sales—based on volume of 5 to 6 
million subscription vehicles. 

It’s worth noting that a share of this estimate may be 
served through longer-term rentals and full-service leasing, 
as the boundaries between these options and subscrip-
tions are blurring.  

Europe holds the potential to be the largest subscription 
market. In the US, new-vehicle subscription programs 
typically have been run through OEMs. Fair, the US startup, 
built its business model around used cars. In China, the 
subscription model has elicited little interest thus far. 
License plate regulations and leasing requirements im-
pede innovation, and perhaps more important, vehicle 
ownership there still confers social status.

Different Market Approaches

How service providers manage their vehicle supply is cru-
cially important to their financial success. Some, such as 
Germany’s Cluno, purchase most vehicles. Vehicle costs for 
a subscription business account for roughly 50% of reve-
nue, so savvy purchasing contributes substantially to value. 
A 20% purchasing discount can improve gross margin by 
10%. 

Notably, some startups are securing discounts of up to 35% 
from OEMs that are eager to push their sales volumes. 
Moreover, carrying vehicles on the balance sheet means 
accounting for their rapid depreciation in value. Every 
subscription provider that intends to own its vehicles needs 
to negotiate good spot deals on the cars it buys to boost 
financial performance. Still, outright purchase calls for 
deep pockets and carries the risks associated with asset 
utilization and residual values. 

Other providers take an asset-light approach, through 
arrangements with dealers or leasing companies, as is the 
case with Madrid-based Bipi. Leasing banks buy thousands 
of vehicles every year to lease to enterprise customers, 
asset-light customers among them. Either way, the vehicles 
are not on the balance sheet of the subscription company. 
(See the sidebar “Four Business Models” for more on this 
and other business models.)

Exhibit 2 - The Top Subscription Startups

Sources: PitchBook, Crunchbase, TechCrunch, BCG analysis.
1Latest available figures.
2Acquired by Cazoo in February 2021 (Cluno) and December 2020 (Drover). 

Company FoundedHQ

Startups with funding >€5 million, as of June 2021

Debt 
Funding (M€)

€662M

Equity 
Funding (M€)

€1.624M

2016 14044Cluno

2015 -34Drover

2019 -29finn.auto

2018 4627Carvolution 

2017 -26Bipi 

2018 -5ViveLaCar 

Fair 2016 497 1,438
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Subscriptions Versus Rentals and Leasing 

The difference between subscriptions and traditional 
rentals is relatively clear. The services for both are for the 
most part all-inclusive. Rentals offer ultimate choice, but 
are typically structured around daily or weekly time com-
mitments rather than a month or beyond. 

Leasing is another story. Most leases require a minimum 
two- to four-year contract and impose stiff penalties for 
canceling. Many exclude additional services, such as insur-
ance or repairs. However, full-service (or “all-inclusive 
leases”), more common in certain European markets, 
cover everything but fuel. They are essentially subscrip-
tions, only with a longer minimum duration. Although 
customers generally get to configure the car they’d like, 
choice and flexibility typically end there.
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Another way to view the difference is in the way the prod-
uct is marketed and sold. Subscriptions make car acquisi-
tion a modern digital experience—from shopping and 
comparing to transacting. And consumers deal directly 
with the provider. In this respect, subscriptions represent 
an opportunity for OEMs to establish a digital channel for 
selling to end users. They’re a natural entry point into 
digital and direct sales. 

Interestingly, since subscriptions were introduced, rental 
and leasing companies have begun to blur the distinctions 
even further. (See exhibit.) Some leasing companies have 
moved the terms closer to those of subscription services 
(in particular, shortening the minimum contract period). At 
the same time, to hedge against cancellation risk and 
costs, subscription companies are offering monthly fee 
discounts that encourage customers to accept longer-term 
(for example, minimum one-year) agreements. 

On the Car-Based Mobility Spectrum, Subscriptions Fall Between Rental 
and Leasing

Source: BCG analysis.

-

Services 
included 

Typical 
duration 

 Days

Rental

 Maintenance, repairs, 
insurance, taxes 
(everything except fuel)  

Weekly + monthly

 One to several months

Subscriptions

 Maintenance, repairs,
insurance, taxes 
(everything except fuel)  

12-18 months

 Usually 24-48 months

Leasing

 Limited vehicle services 
included 

Insurance, maintenance

Sharing

 Trip

 Minutes/hours

Ownership

 N/A (consumer bears 
costs) 

Typically 5+ years

 Emerging developments
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Three Myths About Car Subscriptions

Through our research, we’ve discovered a few important 
misconceptions about car subscriptions that both current 
and would-be industry participants should bear in mind. 

Myth #1: Consumers want to swap vehicles regularly. 
Only one out of four consumers list swapping as a major 
criterion for buying a subscription. Affordability and cost 
transparency are much more important. Moreover, the 
swapping feature and its associated costs drive up the 
price.

Myth #2: Subscriptions are too expensive. Actually, 
some vehicles are available for as little as €199 a month, 
all inclusive. The perception about high cost is largely a 
leftover from swapping-type models.

Myth #3: Most consumers want month-to-month 
subscriptions. Month-to-month plans are considerably 
more expensive, and eight out of ten consumers favor a 
lower price over a premium experience and features. Many 
consumers are simply looking for mobility, viewing it as a 
commodity. Month-by-month subscriptions (which can be 
canceled anytime) are proving to be in low demand. At this 
point, providers are offering them primarily for marketing 
purposes. 
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Starting-Gate Advantages

The starting positions of the many companies entering the 
subscription business differ considerably. Tech entrants 
and startups have an edge in platforms and tech infra-
structure, as well as in online B2C marketing and branding. 
They also have a disruptive mindset—and agility—on their 
side. Those adopting asset-light business models have 
lower capital requirements and can scale up quickly. 

So how do the established entities stack up in terms of 
relative advantages? (See Exhibit 3.)

OEMs. As the supplier of new vehicles, OEMs hold two 
fundamental advantages: cost advantage (they acquire the 
vehicles at cost) and the ability to control (to a certain 
extent) the level of discounting. Today, volumes are still 
small, so the dependency is entirely one-sided, at least for 
startups. 

Apart from building their own fleets at cost, OEMs have a 
pricing advantage, as well as the potential to capture mar-
gin with market growth. 

Subscriptions can be seen as the ultimate test 
drive, a marketing tool for attracting future buyers 
who can try new models at no risk or even those 
who might not have otherwise considered owning 
a car. 

OEMs need to strike a balance—to find a way to make 
their subscription business additive, rather than one that 
cannibalizes new-vehicle sales to consumers—while main-
taining good relationships with their dealer networks. 
OEMs need to balance these upsides with the risk of lower 
lifetime value from customers (for example, from a cus-
tomer who stays in a subscription program for less than 
the average lease term). This means OEMs must design a 
business model that encourages customer retention. 

Dealerships. As the traditional channel for car sales, 
dealers have always been close to the customer, both B2C 
and smaller B2B customers. They have brand recognition 
with consumers, access to supply, and their own lucrative 
service and maintenance operations. They also have 
re-marketing experience from selling turned-in lease vehi-
cles, used cars, and trade-ins. Like OEMs, their interest in 
subscriptions is as an additional or supplemental source of 
revenue, not as an offering that erodes traditional sales. 
But subscriptions also pose a threat to dealers, if consum-
ers get their subscription directly online. Dealers could also 
lose service and maintenance business as subscription 
sellers turn their service business over to third-party pro-
viders. 

Leasing companies. Leasing companies have a history in 
the market as “proto-subscription” providers, with all the 
associated capabilities across the value chain. Those that 
offer full-service leasing, such as LeasePlan, ALD, and 
Arval, have an advantageous position in the value chain. 

Exhibit 3 - Extent of Ownership and Brand Offerings Are Key  
Differentiators Among Competitors

Source: BCG analysis.
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They already provide all the steps involved in subscriptions. 
They understand the economics of the individual services, 
such as maintenance, repairs, inspections, insurance, and 
licensing and registration. However, because they histori-
cally come from B2B, they lack brand recognition among 
consumers, and many have only a limited online presence. 
Today, leasing companies are closely monitoring the dy-
namics of the subscription market, and in some cases, 
acting as suppliers. 

The Subscription Value Chain—and the Supply 
Management Question

The value chain of the car subscription market consists of 
five broad steps. (See Exhibit 4.) Some providers will han-
dle just one of the steps, while others will handle multiple 
steps. (For a description of the business models, see the 
sidebar “Four Business Models.”)

1. Sourcing vehicles. This step consists of buying the 
vehicles as well as financing and insuring them.

2. Building a tech platform. As with online sales, sub-
scription providers need to create a user interface and 
user experience (the front-end software for custom-
er-facing interactions such as marketing and booking) 
that’s as attractive as those of leading e-commerce sites. 
Offering an engaging experience is especially important 
in this still nascent market. Companies must also build 
the core back-end software and tools for operations and 
administrative processes.

3. Acquiring and retaining customers. This step in-
cludes providing a seamless onboarding and sales 
process along with features that help retain customers. 
Companies must strive for the highest average contract 
duration, to ensure high contribution margin per cus-
tomer.

4. Managing operations and the fleet. This step in-
cludes processes as wide-ranging as customer service, 
auto maintenance, damage- and claim-handling, and 
vehicle delivery and return. The many component activ-
ities within these processes require maximum efficiency 
in order to maintain healthy economics. 

5. Re-marketing vehicles. Once vehicles are too used or 
too old to continue offering, they must be sold to second-
ary buyers: dealers, B2B or B2C marketplaces, auctions, 
or consumers. The proceeds from re-marketing are im-
portant income for companies with asset-heavy models. 
They also make subscription providers auto traders. 
They need to be adept at sourcing vehicles as well as 
re-marketing them at the end of their subscription life.

Vehicle 
procurement 

Vehicle 
financing Marketing Sales Customer 

service 
Tech 
platform Operations Re-

marketing

 

Sourcing vehicles Re-marketing 
vehicles 

Acquiring & 
managing customers 

Managing 
operations & fleet 

Delivery 
& logistics 

Building 
tech 

Buying vehicles, 
negotiating rates

Financing 
and insuring
vehicles

Building core 
software and 
tools

Customer 
acquisition 
(online and  
offline) 

Customer 
onboarding

Delivering 
vehicle to 
customer

CRM, 
incident 
management

Maintenance, 
repairs, 
cleaning, etc. 

Re-selling 
vehicles to 
secondary 
buyers

Exhibit 4 - The Subscription Business Value Chain

Source: BCG analysis.
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Four Business Models 

Essentially, there are four business models in the car sub-
scription business: the integrated provider, service-only 
provider, marketplace provider, and software-as-a-service 
provider. (See exhibit.) Regardless of model, every contend-
er must weigh the tradeoff between building and buying 
capabilities they don’t already possess. 

The integrated provider. This type of provider handles 
every step in the value chain: sourcing its own vehicles, 
building its core technology, contracting with customers 
directly, handling delivery and operations, and re-selling 
vehicles at the end of their marketable life. But integrated 
providers needn’t perform all these activities internally. 
They may choose to outsource certain activities, such as 
vehicle delivery or servicing. Cluno, finn.auto and Drover 
are examples of this model. Cluno is more asset-heavy, 
while finn.auto and Drover are mixed, offering some vehi-

cles that are on their balance sheet and others that are 
not. Integrated providers can design the customer experi-
ence to their specifications. 

The service-only provider. Here, the provider typically 
creates the brand but partners with another entity that 
handles logistics, vehicle delivery, or customer-facing activi-
ties. This is the model many OEMs currently follow. But 
OEMs have begun investing heavily in tech infrastructure 
and capabilities in order to support online direct sales in 
the future. The subscription business may thus prove to be 
a good testing ground as they expand their digital capabili-
ties.  
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The marketplace provider. With this model, the provider 
doesn’t offer its own vehicles. Instead, it provides the front-
end interactions: marketing, listings, and directing custom-
ers to dealers, leasing companies, or others that actually 
provide the vehicle. In some cases, such as Bipi, it con-
tracts with the customer directly. Its vehicle providers 
handle operations. With this asset-light model, the provider 
can piggyback on the infrastructure of its partner-providers, 
such as LeasePlan and ALD Automotive. It negotiates with 
the leasing companies, which then handle operations, 
re-marketing, and other functions. Once the partner-provid-
er relationship is established, the marketplace provider can 
scale up quickly. The disadvantage of this model is that its 
adopters are subject to the processes and standards of the 
vehicle providers they rely on, with limited control over 
their services. 

The software-as-a-service provider. The SaaS provider 
creates the customer-facing platform or front end (through 
a private-label relationship) to smaller subscription provid-
ers or those that actually provide the cars. It is therefore 
asset-light and scalable, like a software company. Examples 
include Ridecell, Clutch, and FreshCar.

Players Employ Different Business Models

Source: BCG analysis.

Note: Schematic view. Companies outsource individual activities throughout value chain. Additional business models exist.
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Current Roadblocks for OEMs

Car subscriptions fill a white space in the consumer mar-
ket and add a new profit pool to an industry facing growth 
headwinds. Yet they haven’t taken off with anywhere near 
the intensity of other recent mobility options, such as 
e-scooters or even ride-hailing. Most companies have yet to 
land on a winning formula. Several, including Mer-
cedes-Benz, Cadillac, and BMW, have already canceled 
their offerings or paused to rethink them.  

Clearly, the car subscription is a multifaceted offering 
whose many variables can make for challenging econom-
ics. What is holding OEMs—the linchpin of the entire 
subscription marketplace—back from scaling up? A num-
ber of factors are at work. 

• Product-market mismatch. Some providers entered 
the business assuming that the ability to swap vehicles 
and the month-to-month feature would be essential to 
the customer value proposition. As our research shows, 
both of these assumptions have proven false (Myths #1 
and #3). Both features drive up costs, and in turn, the 
price tag. Swapping, for instance, requires additional 
deliveries and results in underutilized reserve vehicles.  

• The limitations of a single-brand offering. Program 
flexibility is inherently limited if only the OEM’s models 
are available. Often, customers are seeking a subscrip-
tion not for the brand but simply because they need a 
car. 

• Competencies beyond their core. Many of the capa-
bilities required for a subscription car business are at 
this point outside automakers’ traditional core compe-
tencies, such as a digital-first, user-friendly technology 
platform; advanced fleet management; and an ongoing 
customer-relationship and customer-engagement model 
to ensure retention. Nonetheless, OEMs are increasingly 
recognizing that they need to develop digital and direct 
customer sales and journeys (as do other market partic-
ipants). A subscription offering can be an entry point for 
these customers and ultimately a way to convert them 
to long-term buyers. 

• Market constraints. In some markets, OEMs must 
avoid the appearance of competing with their dealers. 
Coordinating offerings with dealers, as Volvo has done, is 
a potential solution. Volvo’s participating dealers serve 
as delivery and service locations, boosting revenues 
and winning new customers. At the same time, such an 
arrangement results in less flexibility for the OEM. 

• Sellers’ risk aversion. Some OEMs prefer the certainty 
of a vehicle sale over the uncertainty of a subscription’s 
duration. Yet this thinking presumes that subscriptions 
will largely cannibalize sales rather than augment them 
in a scenario of declining growth. Subscriptions may 
help increase sales, by giving consumers a robust prod-
uct trial rather than the traditional 15-minute test drive. 
They might also bring new customers into the market 
who otherwise wouldn’t have considered having a private 
vehicle.

Sometimes, the failure to ignite has a simple cause: com-
panies giving up prematurely on a new initiative because it 
hasn’t yet delivered on its ROI. Any new idea may need 
some pivoting and iterating to get right. Above all, the 
offering must be competitive and compelling. This may 
explain why some new OEMs, such as Lynk & Co and 
Canoo, are entering the subscription fray. They have no 
internal constraints (such as pressure against offering new 
models), and newer business models (leasing-type ap-
proaches) have worked through the initial stumbling blocks 
and are now better poised to succeed. 

What Will It Take for Subscriptions to Take Off? 

The subscription business won’t reach scale if it serves 
only those seeking a car for a few months. Subscriptions 
must be seen as a viable alternative to buying or leasing. 
By offering value (an attractive price) and convenient, 
seamless, worry-free service, providers can incentivize 
customers to choose longer subscription periods. 

Subscription products call for a different orientation than 
manufacturers’ common “hit product” mindset. They call 
for innovating with the customer’s interests foremost in 
mind and structuring the organization in ways that foster 
collaboration and responsiveness to accomplish that goal. 

All participants need to assess the risk/reward tradeoffs in 
entering the business. For all but startups, they’ll need to 
evaluate the potential impact on existing sales, recognizing 
that their core business is facing its own challenges. 

To achieve viability, market participants must figure out 
how best to attract and retain customers and how to opti-
mize their business model. Step one is to hone the cus-
tomer value proposition. What do customers care most 
about? Whittle out the superfluous features or vehicles 
that aren’t big selling points. Use testing, customer re-
search, reviews, and the agile method of iterating based on 
customer feedback to continuously sharpen the offering.

https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/e-scooters-can-win-place-in-urban-transport
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/impact-of-coronavirus-on-purchasing-new-cars-online
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/impact-of-coronavirus-on-purchasing-new-cars-online
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/10/downturn-good-news-subscription-companies/
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Car subscriptions fill a white 
space in the consumer market 
and add a new profit pool to an  
industry facing growth headwinds.
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Attract and Retain Customers

Price competitively. High prices were a major pitfall for 
some early, unsuccessful offerings. 

Setting cost-competitive prices means more than 
challenging direct competitors. It also means pric-
ing relative to buying, leasing, or other forms of 
mobility like ride-hailing and ride-sharing. 

Used cars, especially newer used ones, can be offered at 
cheaper monthly rates and still be appealing to customers. 

Build the brand. A strong brand increases direct and 
organic (online) traffic and lowers customer acquisition 
costs. For non-OEM providers, as their customer base 
grows, a strong brand can help them negotiate bigger 
discounts when they purchase cars. As the car is increas-
ingly seen as a commodity, OEM brands may become less 
important to consumers, and subscription providers’ 
brands may well become associated with having a car.   

Treat customer service as integral to the product. 
Providers need to offer outstanding customer service, as 
well as customer relationship management and engage-
ment. They need to proactively identify and address chang-
ing consumer needs, through their constant engagement 
along the subscription journey.

Optimizing the Business Model 

Companies should develop a business model that leverag-
es their strengths. They should take stock of their core 
capabilities and consider partnering with other providers to 
fill in gaps when doing so won’t significantly weaken their 
value chain depth.

Hone a purchasing strategy. Considering the high cost 
of vehicles, managing supply is a critical aspect of building 
a sustainable subscription business. Non-OEM providers 
will need to negotiate discounts wisely. OEMs must be 
careful to not antagonize their dealers by letting their cars 
be offered at cheaper-than-dealer rates. Bundled subscrip-
tion pricing can avert that problem. 

Manage inventory for high asset utilization. Subscrip-
tion programs that let customers swap vehicles have limit-
ed market potential. Efficiencies in operations, including 
maintenance, repairs, and customer service, are vital. 
Consider partnerships and outsourcing for non-core areas.

Weigh the Upside and Downside

Every type of provider needs to zero in on the benefits, 
risks, and tradeoffs of a subscription program. All market 
participants that physically own vehicles face residual 
value risk. They need to focus closely on vehicles’ residual 
values and utilization rates, given their impact on the 
balance sheet. Market fluctuations or miscalculations on 
residual value will hurt their business case. For OEMs and 
startups, the stakes may be higher.

For OEMs. Subscriptions provide an opportunity to devel-
op an ongoing relationship with customers, something 
previously beyond their reach. Leaders need to ask them-
selves: 

• How would a subscription program complement our 
traditional sales channel?  

• What’s the best possible offering we could provide that 
would maximize customer value? 

• Should we offer only a single brand or multiple brands? 

• Which parts of the value chain should we participate in, 
and where should we seek partners? 

OEMs that choose to build consumer-facing programs will 
need to evaluate their capabilities in online marketing, 
customer relationship management, and operations. They 
must decide which capabilities to build internally, and 
which ones to outsource to partners. Importantly, they 
must also assess the role that dealers will play in their 
subscription business. 

For startups. The steep discounts that startups may be 
able to extract from OEMs or leasing companies could 
disappear as soon as volumes reach scale or dealers begin 
to complain. They face other macro risks, such as a sudden 
raft of cancellations following an economic downturn. To 
overcome such risks, new entrants in particular will need 
to strive to maximize user value and scale their businesses 
while also improving their economics. Where possible, 
they’ll need to build flexibility into their commitments with 
suppliers. 
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What Lies Ahead for Car Subscriptions? 

Although still in their infancy, and despite their low-key 
start, car subscriptions are hardly a fleeting idea. Consum-
ers’ increasing acceptance of online services and subscrip-
tion-based models bodes well. Subscriptions have come 
about during a challenging time for the auto industry. 
Feeling the pressure on standard retail sales, OEMs and 
dealers recognize the need to offer attractive mobility 
products that meet changing consumer preferences out-
side of their traditional distribution system. So, while start-
ups have momentum today, OEMs and leasing companies 
may well catch up, either with their own internal subscrip-
tion business or through acquisitions. 

Will subscriptions upend the auto industry? Not 
anytime soon. 

Although it makes movies, Netflix hasn’t yet overtaken 
Universal Studios, nor has Spotify’s success diminished 
Warner Bros. as a major record label. Yet these two sub-
scription pioneers have managed to capture the customer 
interface—and in doing so, witness their valuations blaze 
past those of industry incumbents. 

Continued momentum in funding is likely, as is some 
consolidation, once market leaders begin to emerge along 
the value chain. In our view, subscriptions will not be a 
winner-take-all market. Apart from the low barriers to 
entry, there is no one single product. There is plenty of 
room for multiple providers to cater to different seg-
ments—premium or mass market, private or commer-
cial—and serve different locations with different brands, 
engine types, vehicle sizes, and contract features. 

Put simply, subscriptions won’t smother new-car sales to 
consumers—and that’s not how their proponents see 
them. On the contrary, the ability to subscribe may spur 
future sales by exposing more people to brands. Most of 
all, subscriptions fulfill growing consumer demand for 
all-inclusive, digital car offerings. Who will prevail in meet-
ing that demand remains to be seen.
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